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Prince Castle 14 Second Vertical Contact Toaster 297-T14FGB
1380 buns per hour. 14 second toaster.   View Product 

 Code : 297-T14FGB

  
 62% OFF   Sale 

£6,279.00

£2,406.99 / exc vat
£2,888.39 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Day Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Improve your toasting quality and efficiency with the
Prince Castle 297-T14FGB vertical contact toaster!

With an adjustable thermostat, this toaster can
accommodate a variety of bread and bakery products
while giving you more control over toasting options. The
unique two-level design also allows you to toast bun
crowns and heels at the same time, allowing you to prep
and serve food and most importantly burgers, faster. Plus,
with a 14-second toasting time and a maximum output of
1440 buns an hour, this unit is sure to stand up under
heavy commercial use.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 658 648 219

Cm 65.8 64.8 21.9

Inches
(approx)

25 25 8

 Toasting for high volume operations.

 Compact design requires only 203mm of counter

space depth

 Great choice for toasting buns for burgers and

sandwiches ‘on demand’

 Toasts up to 1380 buns per hour with a 14-second

toasting time

 Features an adjustable thermostat for precise, high

quality toasting

 Unique design allows for bun crowns and bun heels

to be toasted at the same time

 Durable stainless steel construction and strong motor

 Compact sizing makes for a perfect fit in any kitchen

 Caramelizes the buns, forming a coating that protects

the bread from juices and condiments that can cause

soggy, unattractive bread

 Adjustable bun crush controls and thermostat allow

precise toasting

 Easy to clean and maintain

 Stronger motor and higher temperature platen

increases performance

 Delivers higher toasting capacities while maintaining

proven reliable design
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